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Description

Reviews (0)

Perfect for toddlers - Expand your budding train engineer's collection with a Gabtin toy train accessory. It’s a fun gift designed for ages 3
and up.
Compatibility - As your child develops, so can their railway play as the Gabtin Train is compatible with all other railway toys.
Develops important skills - Playing with train sets helps children to understand and learn about their environment in a fun way, whilst the
small features and details help to improve fine motor skills.
Safe for your child - Nothing is more important to us than safety. We know that children sometimes play with toys in other ways than
expected, and that’s why we test our products thoroughly. We set very strict safety requirements, and in many cases our own testing is
tougher than the legal requirements.
Brand      Gabtin

Material   Plastic

Item
Dimensions
LxWxH

10.75 x 2 x 6 inches
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Item Weight 218 Grams
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There are no reviews for this product.
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Gabtin Toy Train fun gift designed for ages 3 and up
Product Code: B253H2GVH1S

Availability: In Stock

$18.50
Ex Tax: $18.50

Qty 1  
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